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The main purpose of this paper is to prove that a flow on a measure space
may be split into ergodic parts. The first result of this type is due to von
Neumann, who worked with metric, complete, separable spaces. For some
important applications, particularly in probability theory, it is necesary to
dispense with these topological assumptions. We shall make extensive use of
the terminology, notation, and results of (D) and (S). Incidentally, we find
it necessary to relax somewhat the strict separability conditions of (D), redefine
"direct sum", nd prove generalization of the general decomposition theorem
of (D). As for the decomposition of a flow, we hve chosen to reduce this to
the cse of single mesure preserving transformation by means of Theorem 4
of (S).
A mesure spce (, m) is properly separable if there exists strictly sep-

arable Borel field , such that for every M there is B e with
M B nd m(B M) O. Throughout this pper we ssume that ll
mesure spces considered are properly separable nd complete, in the sense
that ny subset of mesumble set of mesure ero is itself mesumble.
is sid to be direct sum of the mesure spces Y(, v) formed with respect
to the mesure spce X(, ), in symbols

(, m) f Y(, ) d(x),x(,)
if the conditions of 3 in (D) re stisfied, with the exception that we require
only that for every M , MY be mesurble subset of Y for almost eery x.

THEOREM 1. If (, m) is a measure space a a Borel fie, ,
then there exists a set A of measure zero such that A is a direct sum,

A fx Y d(x),

in such a way that the Borel field of all measurable x-sets is contained in and is
equivalent to the given Borel field .

Proof. Let be a strictly separable Borel field related to as in the defini-
tion of proper separability, and let G be any strictly separable Borel field con-
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